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Luca Scacchetti’s latest contribution to Tecno comes in the form of the Vara col-
lection of desks, meeting tables and cabinets. The name is inspired by the ancient 
world and use of the carpenter’s trestle as an archetypal, aesthetically essential yet 
functional support. In this play on balance and volume, the tops seem to be suspen-
ded in the air. This rigorously light design creates a suggestive synthesis between 
form and function. 

Vara is a collection with a powerful visual impact, that consists of elements of gua-
ranteed versatility and instant functionality. The tops are divided into a number of 
parts even at the dished, solid oak edge, making it possible to transform the desks 
and meeting tables in an almost infinite variety of ways. The tops are suspended on 
structures comprising two “L” shaped aluminium legs finished in satin nickel. These 
can be oriented in various directions and at different angles to create highly functio-
nal supports. The drawer units appear to extend transversely from the top, creating 
a play on balance in the design and complementing the overall appearance. 
In addition to the various types of desk and cabinet, the collection also includes a 
meeting table with an octagonal top (200 x 200 cm), and an extended, 5 metre 
long table for large meeting or conference rooms. 
Possible finishes for the various elements include: matt or gloss lacquer in turtle 
dove grey, dark brown ceramic oxide, leather, and stained oak. The structure is 
always in electroplated satin nickel. 
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DESKS

Right desk with glasstop
1VR1520: L 250  P 100  H 73

1VR1521 1VR1520

Leather desk pad for glass top
1V1710: L 110 P 56,6 

0151RV11151RV1

Right desk with leather desk pad
1VR1510: L 250  P 100  H 75

Right desk with dyed oak solid wood edge, leather 
desk pad and lateral section and portion in dark 
oxide ceramic
1VR1512: L 250  D 100  H 75

1VR1513 1VR1512

Side container for right desk
1VR2510: L 136  P 60,6  H 24,5

1VR2511 1VR2510

1VR15211VR1520

Left desk with glasstop
1VR1521: L 250  P 100  H 73

0151RV1 1151RV1

Left desk with leather desk pad
1VR1511: L 250  P 100  H 75

1VR15131VR1512

Left desk with dyed oak solid wood edge, leather 
desk pad and lateral section and portion in dark 
oxide ceramic
1VR1513: L 250  D 100  H 75

Side container for left desk
1VR2511: L 136  P 60,6  H 24,5

1VR25111VR2510
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Round meeting table with glass top
1VR5530: L 160 P 160  H 73

MODESTY PANELS

1VR5510: L 200  P 200  H 75

Octagonal meeting table arranged for 
electrification

Octagonal meeting table arranged for 
electrification, dyed oak 
solid wood edge and leather top
1VR5511: L 200  P 200  H 75

1VR5520: L 140 P 140  H 73
Square meeting table with glass top

L500 meeting table arranged for electrification
1VR6510: L 500 P 180  H 75

L500 meeting table arranged for electrification, dyed 
oak solid wood edge and leather top
1VR6511: L 500 P 180  H 75

1VR1610: L 133  P 2,5  H 53
Rectangular modesty panel

1VR1620: L 48  P 2,5  H 53
Square modesty panel

MEETING TABLES
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CABINETS

Right cupboard with 3 drawer, 2 doors and shelves
1VR3010: L 218  P 54 H 73

1VR3010 1VR3011

Left cupboard with 3 drawer, 2 doors and shelves
1VR3011: L 218  P 54 H 73

1VR30101VR3011

1VR3511 1VR3510

*
Right open cupboard suitable for modular 
elements
1VR3510: L 250 P 55 H 106,5

1VR3610: L 48,5 P 43 H 37,1
Modular element with door for high cupboard

1VR35111VR3510

*
Left open cupboard suitable for modular 
elements
1VR3511: L 250 P 55 H 106,5
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